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Abstract 20 

To adapt to deterministic force perturbations that depend on the current state of the hand, internal 21 

representations are formed to capture the relationships between forces experienced and motion. 22 

However, information from multiple modalities travels at different rates, resulting in intermodal delays 23 

that require compensation for these internal representations to develop. To understand how these 24 

delays are represented by the brain, we presented participants with delayed velocity-dependent force 25 

fields; i.e., forces that depend on hand velocity either 70 or 100 ms beforehand. We probed the internal 26 

representation of these delayed forces by examining the forces the participants applied to cope with the 27 

perturbations. The findings showed that for both delayed forces, the best model of internal 28 

representation consisted of a delayed velocity and current position and velocity. We show that 29 

participants rely initially on the current state, but with adaptation, the contribution of the delayed 30 

representation to adaptation increases. After adaptation, when the participants were asked to make 31 

movements with a higher velocity for which they had not previously experienced the delayed force field, 32 

they applied forces that were consistent with current position and velocity as well as delayed velocity 33 

representations. This suggests that the sensorimotor system represents delayed force feedback using 34 

current and delayed state information, and that it uses this representation when generalizing to faster 35 

movements. 36 

 37 

New & Noteworthy 38 

The brain compensates for forces in the body and the environment to control movements, but it is 39 

unclear how it does so given the inherent delays in information transmission and processing. We 40 

examined how participants cope with delayed forces that depend on their arm velocity 70 or 100 ms 41 



beforehand. After adaptation, participants applied opposing forces that revealed a partially correct 42 

representation of the perturbation using the current and the delayed information. 43 

 44 
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 46 

Introduction 47 

To move effectively, the brain must compensate for ongoing kinematic and dynamic changes in the 48 

environment and in body state which are transmitted as afferent signals that propagate through the 49 

sensory system. It is widely accepted that to do so, the brain constructs and exploits internal models; 50 

i.e.,  neural structures that constitute the causal link between motor commands, the state of the body 51 

and the forces acting on it (Karniel 2011; Kawato 1999; Shadmehr and Krakauer 2008; Shadmehr and 52 

Mussa-Ivaldi 1994; Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000; Wolpert et al. 1995). In a well-established 53 

experimental paradigm, participants make point-to-point reaching movements in the presence of 54 

perturbations that involve either altered visual feedback or the application of external forces that 55 

depend linearly on movement variables such as position and velocity (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994; 56 

Tong et al. 2002). By updating the internal model parameters, the sensorimotor system is able to adapt 57 

to these novel environments (Karniel 2011). It was suggested that participants cope with state- 58 

dependent force perturbations by adjusting combinations of movement primitives, where each 59 

primitive (position, velocity, etc.) produces a force that is linearly related to the respective state. For 60 

example, a position primitive is a force that is linearly related to the current hand position. The 61 

adjustment of such primitive combinations attempts to increase the weight of the primitive on which 62 



the perturbing force depends while decreasing the weights of the others (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 63 

1994; Sing et al. 2009; Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Yousif and Diedrichsen 2012).   64 

However, signals from different modalities are transmitted at different rates across the nervous system 65 

(Murray and Wallace 2011); hence the information available for constructing internal models entails 66 

delays between signals. This raises the question of how internal models are formed in light of these 67 

delays; namely, how the brain represents delayed feedback. Recent studies have demonstrated that 68 

when sensory feedback is delayed, the perception of impedance (Di Luca et al. 2011; Leib et al. 2015; 69 

Leib et al. 2016; Nisky et al. 2010; Nisky et al. 2008; Pressman et al. 2007) and object dynamics (Honda 70 

et al. 2013; Sarlegna et al. 2010; Takamuku and Gomi 2015) are biased. In addition, a delay in the visual 71 

feedback of a virtual object affects the proprioceptive state representation (Mussa-Ivaldi et al. 2010; 72 

Pressman 2012) and interferes with adaptation to space-based visuomotor perturbations (Held et al. 73 

1966; Honda et al. 2012a). By contrast, participants can adapt to delayed velocity-dependent force 74 

perturbations in which the force depends linearly on the hand velocity a certain time beforehand (Levy 75 

et al. 2010). In this experiment, after the delayed force was suddenly removed, participants exhibited 76 

aftereffects that were shifted in time compared to those after the non-delayed perturbations, 77 

suggesting that perhaps some representation of the delay was used. 78 

Here, we explored how the brain represents delayed force feedback. We examined adaptation to 79 

delayed velocity-dependent force perturbations, compared the effectiveness of different candidate 80 

representations in accounting for the observed compensations for the delayed forces, and analyzed the 81 

dynamics of the formation of these representations and their aftereffects. We asked healthy 82 

participants to perform point-to-point reaching movements, and applied forces that were either non- 83 

delayed or delayed with respect to movement velocity (Fig. 1A). We examined participants’ internal 84 

representations of each type of perturbation by measuring forces they applied in Force Channel trials; 85 



namely trials in which a lateral force was applied on participants’ hand that was equal and opposite to 86 

the force applied by the participant which were randomly presented throughout the experiment 87 

(Scheidt et al. 2000). Based on previous studies (Sing et al. 2009; Yousif and Diedrichsen 2012), we 88 

expected that in the non-delayed case, participants would represent the perturbation as a combination 89 

of position and velocity primitives, and give a higher weight to the velocity primitive (Fig. 1B). For the 90 

delayed case, we entertained two competing hypotheses. We reasoned that if participants had access to 91 

a representation of delayed velocity, they would learn to use it to predict the force (Fig. 1C, left panel). 92 

Alternatively, if this type of delayed velocity representation was not available, they would formulate a 93 

prediction based on the current state, and possibly try to approximate the delay as a combination of 94 

current state variables (Fig. 1C, right panel). This state-based representation would be expected to lead 95 

to successful coping with small delays (relative to the movement duration), but would be likely to 96 

deteriorate for increasing magnitude of delay.  97 

Surprisingly, we found that throughout adaptation to both the 70 and 100 ms delayed velocity- 98 

dependent force perturbations, participants formed a representation based on the delayed velocity 99 

together with the current position and velocity information. At the higher delay, the temporal 100 

separation between the delayed and current velocity trajectories was greater. The representation of the 101 

delayed force generalized to faster movements for which the delayed force field had never been 102 

experienced. Importantly, the forces that participants exhibited during the faster movements were also 103 

consistent with a combined representation of the current and the delayed velocity. 104 

 105 

Methods 106 

Notations 107 



We use lower-case letters for scalars, lower-case bold letters for vectors, and upper-case bold letters for 108 

matrices. Upper-case non-bold letters indicate the dimensions of vectors/matrices of sampled data 109 

points and of vectors/matrices that were calculated from sampled data points. The letter n  specifies 110 

trial index. Lower-case Greek letters indicate regression coefficients. x  is the Cartesian space position 111 

vector, with x  and y  position coordinates (for the right-left and forward-backward directions, 112 

respectively). N  indicates the number of participants in a group. 113 

Participants and experimental setup 114 

Thirty-eight healthy volunteers (aged [18-29], twenty females) participated in two experiments: thirty 115 

participated in Experiment 1 and eight in Experiment 2. No statistical methods were used to 116 

predetermine sample sizes, but the minimum sample size per condition that we used was the same as 117 

the test group in a previous study (Levy et al. 2010) performed in our lab, where a satisfactory effect size 118 

was reported. The experimental protocols were approved either by the Institutional Helsinki Committee 119 

(Experiment 1) or by the Human Subjects Research Committee (Experiment 2) of Ben-Gurion University 120 

of the Negev, Be'er-Sheva, Israel, and the methods were carried out in accordance with the relevant 121 

guidelines. Both experiments were conducted after the participants signed an informed consent form as 122 

stipulated by the associated committee.  123 

The experiments were administered in a virtual reality environment in which the participants controlled 124 

the stylus of a six degrees-of-freedom PHANTOM® PremiumTM 1.5 haptic device (Geomagic®). Seated 125 

participants held the handle of the haptic device with their right hand while looking at a screen that was 126 

placed transversely above their hand (Fig. 2A), at a distance of ~10 cm from participants’ chin. The hand 127 

was hidden from sight by the screen, and a sheet covered their upper body. The movement of the haptic 128 

device was mapped to the movement of a cursor that indicated the participants’ hand location. 129 

Participants were instructed to make point-to-point reaching movements in a transverse plane. Hand 130 



position was maintained in the transverse plane by forces generated by the robot that resisted any 131 

vertical movement. These forces were implemented by applying a one-dimensional spring ( m
N500 ) and 132 

a damper ( m
sN 5 ) above and below the plane. The update rate of the control loop was 1,000 Hz. 133 

Task 134 

A trial was initiated when the participants placed a yellow cursor, 1.6 cm in diameter, inside a white 135 

circle, 2.6 cm in diameter, which was defined as the start area. The cursor center position inside the 136 

white circle specified the movement's initial position. Participants were required to keep the cursor 137 

within the start area for 1.5 s. When they did so, a red target, also 2.6 cm in diameter, appeared on the 138 

screen at a distance of 10 cm from the center of the start area along the sagittal axis, instructing the 139 

participants to perform a fast reaching movement and to stop when they saw the cursor reach the 140 

target. The target location was constant throughout the entire experiment, and across participants. The 141 

start area, the cursor, and the target were all displayed during the entire movement (Fig. 2A). Target 142 

reach time was defined to be the moment when the center of the cursor was within the target. 143 

Movements could be completed if the cursor reached the target or passed the target’s y position. If 144 

movements were not completed within 700 ms, they were considered completed at that time. After the 145 

movement was completed, the target disappeared and participants were asked to return to the start 146 

area and to prepare for the appearance of the next target. 147 

After completion of each reaching movement, participants were provided with an on-screen text as 148 

feedback based on movement duration and accuracy. The purpose of this feedback was to equalize 149 

movement durations and velocities as much as possible within and between participants and to make 150 

the trajectories and the applied forces consistent and suitable for averaging across trials and 151 

participants within a group. In Experiment 1, we set a single range of movement duration between 200- 152 

700 ms. In Experiment 2, the feedback on the movement duration served an additional purpose: it 153 



enabled us to train participants to move at different velocities and to test the generalization of 154 

adaptation of the applied perturbation from slow to fast movements. We defined two trial types in 155 

Experiment 2: Slow and Fast. We set the ranges of movement duration for the Slow and the Fast types 156 

to be 550-700 ms and 350-500 ms, respectively. To inform participants about the required movement 157 

duration in each trial, we set a different display background color for each type (Slow – cyan, Fast – 158 

purple), and instructed them before the experiment to move according to the displayed color. In both 159 

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, for movements where the cursor reached the target within the trial 160 

duration range, the word "Exact" was displayed. If participants passed the target’s y position during this 161 

range, they were requested to “Stop on the Target”. For movements where participants did not reach 162 

the target by the maximum set duration, the words "Move Faster" were displayed. For movements 163 

where participants reached the target in less than the minimum set duration, the words "Move Slower" 164 

were displayed. 165 

Protocol 166 

Experiment 1 167 

The experiment consisted of three sessions: Baseline, Adaptation, and Washout (Fig. 2B). In the Baseline 168 

session (100 trials), no perturbation was applied on the hand of the participant. In the Adaptation 169 

session (200 trials), the participant experienced a velocity-dependent force field in which a force was 170 

applied in the rightward direction with a magnitude linearly related to the forward-backward velocity. 171 

The Washout session (100 trials) was similar to the Baseline session and was without perturbations. 172 

Forty five (~11%) trials (five trials during Baseline, twenty five during Adaptation, and fifteen during 173 

Washout) were Force Channel trials. Force channel trials were similar to other trials in the sense that the 174 

participants did not receive different instructions; however, on these trials, the haptic device 175 

constrained participants’ movement by enclosing the straight path between the center of the cursor at 176 



trial initiation and the end location within high-stiffness virtual walls (Gibo et al. 2014; Scheidt et al. 177 

2000). The virtual walls were implemented by applying a one-dimensional spring ( m
N500 ) and a 178 

damper ( m
sN 5 ) around the channel. Although we could not achieve a perfectly straight path in Force 179 

Channel trials, maximum perpendicular displacement from a straight line to the target was kept below 180 

0.77 cm and averaged 0.10 cm in magnitude (considering all the Force Channel trials in the experiment). 181 

The virtual walls served the dual purpose of preventing lateral motions and measuring lateral forces that 182 

the participant applied during the reach. We refer to these forces as the actual forces. The rationale for 183 

this paradigm was that if participants have an internal model of the perturbing forces and a 184 

representation of the forces that they have to apply to be able to reach the target properly, and if this 185 

internal model is adapted to the new environment containing a lateral force perturbation, it should be 186 

reflected in the forces that they apply on the Force Channel as a mirrored profile of the representation 187 

of the perturbation (Castro et al. 2014; Joiner and Smith 2008; Scheidt et al. 2000). The Force Channel 188 

trials were presented in a pseudo-random and predetermined order that was identical across 189 

participants in all three groups. 190 

The participants were assigned randomly to three groups: Group ND ( 10N ), Group D70 ( 10N ) or 191 

Group D100 ( 10N ). The groups were different from each other in the forces that the participants 192 

experienced during the Adaptation session (Fig. 2B). Group ND adapted to a non-delayed force field, in 193 

which the applied force perturbation, )(tNoDelay
f , was temporally aligned with their hand velocity, )(tx : 194 
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adapted to a delayed force field, in which the applied force perturbation, )(70 tDelay
f  in Group D70 and 198 

)(100 tDelay
f  in Group D100, was proportional to the movement velocity either 70 or 100 ms before time 199 

t , respectively: 200 
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Due to the update rate of the control loop (1,000 Hz), during the non-delayed case, there was a delay of 205 

1 ms in the force feedback. The experimentally manipulated delay in the delay conditions was added on 206 

top of this delay. 207 

Experiment 2 208 

One group of volunteers, Group D70_SF ( 8N ), participated in Experiment 2. The experiment 209 

consisted of three sessions: Baseline, Adaptation, and Generalization (Fig. 2C). In the Baseline session 210 

(100 trials), no perturbation was applied on the participant's hand. The Baseline session started with 211 

twenty Slow type trials, followed by twenty Fast type trials. In the remaining sixty trials of the session, 212 

the Slow and Fast types were presented in equal number, in a pseudo-random and predetermined order 213 

that was identical across the participants. In the Adaptation session (200 trials), the participant 214 

experienced a 70 ms delayed velocity-dependent force field ( )(70 tDelay
f ) in the right direction. All the 215 

trials in the Adaptation session were of the Slow type. Twenty-nine trials (~10% of the total number of 216 

trials of both the Baseline and Adaptation sessions: four during Baseline and twenty-five during 217 



Adaptation) were Force Channel trials, all of them of the Slow type. To examine the generalization of 218 

adaptation to the delayed force perturbation from slow to fast movements, the Generalization session 219 

(100) consisted of only Force Channel trials of both Slow and Fast type trials (Joiner et al. 2011). The 220 

Slow and Fast trials were evenly split in each set of ten consecutive Generalization trials, and were 221 

presented in a pseudo-random predetermined order that was identical across the participants. 222 

Data collection and analysis 223 

Haptic device position, velocity, and the forces applied were recorded throughout the experiment and 224 

were sampled at 200 Hz. They were analyzed off-line using custom-written MATLAB® code (The 225 

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). To calculate acceleration, the velocity was numerically 226 

differentiated and filtered using the Matlab function filtfilt() with a 2nd order low-pass Butterworth filter 227 

with a cutoff frequency of 10Hz. For purposes of data analysis, we defined movement onset and 228 

movement end time as the first time the velocity rose above and decreased below five percent of its 229 

maximum value, respectively. The analysis included the data from 100 ms before movement onset to 230 

200 ms after movement end time. 231 

Adaptation analysis 232 

To assess adaptation, we calculated the positional deviation from all the trials that were not Force 233 

Channel trials and the adaptation coefficient at Force Channel trials subsequent to Force Field trials. We 234 

calculated the positional deviation as the maximum lateral displacement (perpendicular to movement 235 

direction). A positional deviation to the right was defined as positive and a positional deviation to the 236 

left was defined as negative. A large positional deviation indicates that the movement was not straight. 237 

We calculated the adaptation coefficient,  , as the slope of the linear regression between the actual 238 

force that the participants applied during a Force Channel trial n , )(

Actual

n
f ,  and the perturbation force 239 



during the preceding Force Field trial 1n , )1(

Perturb

n
f , as calculated from the velocity trajectory (Eqs. 1 and 240 

2): 241 

(3) εff   )1(

Perturb

)(

Actual

nn . 242 

Both )(

Actual

n
f  and )1(

Perturb

n
f  are 1sN  column vectors for 

sN  sampled data points.   is the intercept of 243 

the regression line and ε  is the residual error, minimized by the regression procedure. Our rationale for 244 

this metric was that since reduction in the positional deviation throughout adaptation to a lateral force 245 

field can be achieved by various strategies (for example, by increasing arm stiffness), it does not 246 

necessarily imply the existence of an internal representation of the perturbation. Rather, the adaptation 247 

coefficient indicates that a representation is most likely formed when there is an increasing correlation 248 

between the actual forces and the perturbing forces. Thus, during early stages of adaptation, before an 249 

internal representation of the force field has formed, the correlation between the perturbation and the 250 

actual force participants apply on the Force Channel should be low (adaptation coefficient close to zero). 251 

As participants adapt and improve their compensation for the perturbation, the adaptation coefficient 252 

should approach a value of one (Smith et al. 2006). 253 

Representation analysis 254 

Local peaks of actual forces 255 

To analyze quantitatively the shape of the actual forces after adaptation to the different force 256 

perturbations, we calculated the probability histograms of the number of force peaks (local maxima) in 257 

the force trajectory of each single trial. In addition, we calculated the probability histograms of the 258 

timing of the local peaks in the actual force trajectories. We first filtered the actual forces from each of 259 

the analyzed Force Channel trials with a 2nd order low-pass Butterworth zero-lag filter with a cutoff 260 

frequency of 10Hz implemented with the Matlab function filtfilt(). We extracted the number of peaks, 261 



their values, and their times within the movement from each of the filtered actual forces trajectories 262 

using the Matlab function findpeaks(). To exclude peaks that were not related to the representation of 263 

the perturbations, and that probably resulted from non-specific force fluctuations, for each participant 264 

we calculated the mean of the maximum applied forces from the Force Channel trials of the Baseline 265 

session and set it as the minimum height of a peak. 266 

We calculated probability histograms of number of force peaks in a single trial as 267 

5,4,3,2,1;)( 


 j
NN

N
jP

t

j

t , where j

tN  is the number of trials in which j  peaks were detected (five 268 

was the maximum number of peaks in all the trials that were analyzed), N  is the number of participants 269 

in a group, and 10tN  is the number of the trials per participant that were analyzed from the end of 270 

the Adaptation session.  271 

To calculate the probability histograms of the timing of the local actual force peaks within the 272 

movement, we segmented each actual force trajectory into bins of 25 ms each. For each bin, we 273 

calculated the probability defined as the number of peaks that were found in that bin over trajectories 274 

and participants, and divided it by the total number of peaks found for all the trajectories and 275 

participants in the group. 276 

Primitives 277 

We adhered to the assumption that the internal representation of the environment forces during a 278 

single movement, )(Rep tf , is constructed from a linear combination of L  movement primitives )(tip , 279 

and that each primitive corresponds to a specific state variable: 280 

(4) 
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yyyx
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cc

cc
C  defines the gains of each primitive that contributes to the representation of 284 

the force in each dimension (first subscript component) and for each dimensional component of the 285 

movement (second subscript component). For example, the representation of non-delayed velocity- 286 

dependent force field was suggested to be constructed from a linear combination of position and 287 

velocity primitives (Sing et al. 2009), and accordingly, we can formulate such a representation as follows: 288 

(5) )()()(Rep ttt xBxKf  , 289 

where K  and B  are the gain matrices of the position and velocity primitives, respectively. Since in our 290 

experimental design the participants were required to move in the y  direction and the perturbation 291 

was applied in the x  direction, for each primitive, we chose to only estimate the gain component xyc  292 

associated with the respective movement and force dimensions. To simplify notations, we designate this 293 

gain component as c  in the general case. Thus, the internal representation of the forces in the x  294 

direction, )(Rep tf
x

, can be described as follows: 295 

(6) 



L

i
yiix

tpctf
1

Rep )()( , 296 

where )(tp
yi  indicates the y  direction trajectory of the i th primitive. Here, we examined the possible 297 

contribution of four types of primitives to the representation: position ( )(ty ), velocity ( )(ty ), delayed 298 



velocity ( )( ty ) and acceleration ( )(ty ), and we designate their gains as k , b , 
b  and m , 299 

respectively.  300 

The actual lateral force that the participants applied during a Force Channel trial, Actualf , is a proxy for 301 

the representation of the forces in the environment, )(Rep tf
x

(Sing et al. 2009; Sing et al. 2013). 302 

Therefore, to test the predictions in Fig. 1, and to assess which motor primitives participants used to 303 

represent the experienced force perturbation in Experiment 1, we implemented a repeated-measures 304 

linear regression analysis. We fitted a repeated-measure linear regression model to the forces that were 305 

applied by the participants during a Force Channel trial n  of 
sN  sampled data points, 

)(

Actual

n
f  ( 1sN ), 306 

and various combinations of motor primitives; namely, position, velocity, delayed velocity, and 307 

acceleration, from the preceding Force Field trial 1n . We chose to fit the model using the primitives 308 

for the preceding movements because the movement kinematics were slightly influenced by the force 309 

channel. Specifically, we found that the velocity trajectory during Force Channel trials was slightly 310 

skewed towards the beginning of the movement, possibly due to an effect of a feedback component. 311 

Therefore, to reduce such distortions as much as possible in the trajectories that could be a result of an 312 

online control mechanism, we chose to use the primitives from the preceding Force Field trial for the 313 

regression. Each of the representation models tested was defined as a specific weighted linear 314 

combination of the columns of the movement primitives’ matrix )1( n
P  with dimensions LN s   315 

(where L  is the number of movement primitives in a model). Each of the columns of )1( n
P  is one 316 

primitive variable (position )1( n
y , velocity )1( n

y , delayed velocity )1( n

y  and acceleration )1( n
y ), 317 

constructed from the trajectories of the trials that preceded each of the Force Channel trials. The 318 

weights were determined by an 1L  gains vector γ , which consists of a combination of one or more 319 

of the gains– designated as  ,  , 
 , and   – associated with each primitive in the model. For 320 



example, for a model consisting of only the position and velocity primitives,  )1( n
P  is the 2sN  matrix 321 

][ )1()1(  nn
yy   and the corresponding γ  is a 12  vector ][




. 322 

For each representation model, the resulting force representation estimation in trial n , a 1sN  323 

column vector 
)(

Rep
ˆ n
f ,  was calculated as: 324 

(7) γPf   )1()(
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ˆ nn

 325 

The primitives matrix )1( n
P  in the regression analysis described in Equation 7 could consist of different 326 

types of state variables (position, velocity and acceleration), each having specific units that were also 327 

different from the force units. As a result, the gains in γ  had non-comparable units. Thus, to assess the 328 

weighted contribution of each primitive in a representation model, we calculated normalized gains: 329 

(8) 
avvp q

g
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where g , g , 


g  and g  are the normalized gains of the position, velocity, delayed velocity and 331 

acceleration primitives, respectively. The normalizing factors pq , vq  and aq  were chosen to equate 332 

peak perturbing forces between force fields that depend linearly on a single state variable (Sing et al. 333 

2009). cm
msN

vq  60  was chosen to be equal to the damping constant Pertb  (Eq. 1, 2) for all groups. To 334 

determine the other normalizing factors, for each group, we estimated the mean maximum velocity of 335 

all participants during Force Field trials (Group ND: ms
cmv 063.0max  , Group D70: ms

cmv 053.0max  , 336 

Group D100: ms
cmv 043.0max  ) and approximated a mean maximum velocity-dependent perturbation 337 

force (Group ND: Nvbf Pert 8.3maxmax  , Group D70: Nf 2.3max  , Group D100: Nf 6.2max  ). Since 338 

participants were required to move a cmp 10max   distance (see Protocol), equivalent position- 339 



dependent force fields that produce the above peak forces would have an elasticity constant 340 

max

max

p
f

kPert  . Accordingly, we set cm
N

pq 38.0  for Group ND, cm
N

pq 32.0  for Group D70 and 341 

cm
N

pq 26.0  for Group D100. Similarly, according to the mean maximum acceleration (Group ND: 342 

2

4

max 1081.6
ms

cma  , Group D70: 2

4

max 1070.4
ms

cma  , Group D100: 2

4

max 1054.3
ms

cma  ) as was 343 

estimated from the acceleration traces, to produce the same amount of maximum force, an equivalent 344 

acceleration-dependent force field would have a mass 
max

max

a
f

mPert  . Thus, we set 345 

cm
msN

aq
23106.5   for Group ND, cm

msN
aq

23108.6   for Group D70 and  cm
msN

aq
23103.7   for 346 

Group D100 (Sing et al. 2013). 347 

The specific combinations of primitives that we considered as models for the representation of the 348 

perturbing force field in each of the ND, D70 and D100 groups are specified in Table 1. For the models 349 

that included a delayed velocity primitive, for model simplicity, we set the value of the delay to be 350 

consistent with the delay in the perturbing force, 70 ms in Group D70 and 100 ms in Group D100 (but 351 

see Discussion).  352 

The duration and time course of the movement trajectories were roughly similar within and between 353 

participants in each group and for each required movement duration (Experiment 2), so that no 354 

manipulation (such as time scaling) of the data was necessary to make the force trajectories and the 355 

primitives consistent and suitable for averaging across trials and participants within a group. To 356 

determine the lower cutoff of the duration of the trials that were used for the analysis (Force Channel 357 

trials and each of the preceding Force Field trials), we calculated the tenth percentile of the trial 358 

durations for each group (ND: 545 ms, D70: 585 ms, D100: 610 ms, and D70_SF: 560 ms). Trial pairs 359 

(Successive Force Field and Force Channel trials) in which at least one trial was completed faster were 360 

removed from the analysis (5.6% of the trial pairs from the overall Adaptation trial pairs of all three 361 



groups in Experiment 1, and 2.3% from the group in Experiment 2). To equalize the duration of the 362 

displayed trajectories between groups, we used the minimum cutoff duration of the three groups (545 363 

ms).  364 

We used the Bayesian Information Criterion ( BIC ) (Schwarz 1978) to compare the representation 365 

models based on their goodness-of-fit and parsimony: 366 

(9) LogLTdBIC  2)ln(  367 

where d  is the number of predictors associated with the linear regression for each representation 368 

model, T  is the number of observations, and LogL  is the logarithm of the optimal likelihood for the 369 

regression model (a smaller value of BIC  indicates a better model). The comparison of the 370 

representation models was done separately for each group. 371 

For Experiment 1, we first conducted this analysis on the last ten pairs of successive Force Field and 372 

Force Channel trials in the Adaptation session, all pooled into a single regression model. We ran the 373 

analysis on the entire dataset from these trials, combining the actual forces and primitives from each 374 

pair in the same regression model and extracting the goodness of fit ( 2R ) and a single BIC  value for 375 

each model (Table 1). Then, to examine the trial-to-trial dynamics of the different primitives’ normalized 376 

gains throughout the experiment, for the best models in each of the groups, we recalculated the 377 

regression separately for each Force Field - Force Channel trials pair in the experiment. For the latter 378 

analysis, we eliminated trials in which we identified high multicollinearity between the primitives. 379 

Multicollinearity in a regression analysis occurs when there is a high correlation between predictors in 380 

the model, which limits our capability to draw conclusions about the contribution of each predictor in 381 

accounting for the variance. To evaluate multicollinearity, for each participant and for each Force Field - 382 

Force Channel trials pair we calculated the variance inflation factor (VIF) of the model primitives. Trial 383 



pairs in which the VIF was greater than 10 were removed from the analysis (Myers 1990) (3.9% of trial 384 

pairs overall from all three groups). Importantly, these trials were removed only for the presentation of 385 

the trial-to-trial dynamics of the different primitives’ normalized gains, such that all the conclusions that 386 

were drawn about the fit of the different representation models are also valid without the elimination of 387 

these trials.   388 

We compared the normalized gain of the velocity primitive ( g ) from the position-velocity 389 

representation model in Group ND to the normalized gains of the delayed velocity primitive (


g ) from 390 

the position-velocity-delayed velocity representation model in Groups D70 and D100 during the end of 391 

the Adaptation. To do so, we calculated the regression again, this time separately for each participant 392 

for each of the last ten Force Field - Force Channel trial pairs in the Adaptation. We then averaged the 393 

resulting normalized gains from these trials for each participant. 394 

For Experiment 2 (Group D70_SF), we performed the primitives analysis on the last ten pairs of 395 

successive Force Field and Force Channel trials in the Adaptation session, all pooled into a single 396 

repeated-measure regression model (similar to the analysis for Experiment 1). We first examined the fit 397 

of the position-velocity-acceleration and the position-velocity-delayed velocity. However, we were 398 

limited in revealing the contributions of the acceleration and delayed velocity primitives from these fits 399 

due to their similarity to the position primitive (see Results). Thus, we focused on examining the 400 

respective representation models that did not include the position primitive; namely, the velocity- 401 

acceleration and the velocity-delayed velocity models. To examine the generalization of the fits across 402 

velocities and experimental sessions, for each model, we extracted the primitives’ normalized gains 403 

from late Adaptation trials, and then tested their ability to predict the trajectories of the Slow and Fast 404 

trials in the early Generalization stage. Thus, we constructed the predicted generalization forces for each 405 

movement velocity as the sum of the primitives multiplied by the gains from the models that were fitted 406 



to the Adaptation trials. Due to the natural decay in the actual forces following adaptation (Joiner et al. 407 

2011), the predicted forces during the early Generalization stage were expected to be smaller than the 408 

actual forces during late Adaptation for the same movement speed. Therefore, we evaluated the decay 409 

in our prediction. We calculated the ratio of the mean maximum velocity ( Adaptvmax ) to the mean maximum 410 

actual force that the participants applied during late Adaptation ( AdaptActualf _

max ) as 411 

Adapt

AdaptActual
Gener

v

f
b

max

_

max . Then, we calculated the ideal maximum actual force that participants would 412 

apply during early Generalization if there was no decay ( GenerIdealf _

max ) from the mean maximum velocity ( 413 

Genervmax ) of each of the Slow and Fast trials: GenerGenerGenerIdeal vbf max

_

max  . Finally, we estimated the decay 414 

factor ( decayf ) as GenerIdeal

GenerActual

decay f

f
f _

max

_

max , where GenerActualf _

max  is the mean maximum actual force 415 

during early Generalization. As a result of this calculation, when calculating the predicted generalization 416 

forces, we set decay factors of 52.0Slow

decayf  and 65.0Fast

decayf  for the Slow and Fast trials, respectively. 417 

Statistical analysis 418 

Statistical analyses were performed using custom-written Matlab functions, the Matlab Statistics 419 

Toolbox, and IBM® SPSS. 420 

We used the Lilliefors test to determine whether our measurements were normally distributed (Lilliefors 421 

1967). In the repeated-measures ANOVA models, we used Mauchly’s test to examine whether the 422 

assumption of sphericity was met. When it was not, F-test degrees of freedom were corrected using the 423 

Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment for violation of sphericity. We denote the p values that were calculated 424 

using these adjusted degrees of freedom as 
p . For the factors that were statistically significant, we 425 



performed planned comparisons, and corrected for familywise error using the Bonfferoni correction. We 426 

denote the Bonfferoni-corrected p values as 
Bp . 427 

For the adaptation analysis, we first examined whether there were differences in the positional 428 

deviation between stages of the experiment. We evaluated the mean positional deviation of four Force 429 

Field trials for each participant at the following stages of the experiment: Late Baseline, Early 430 

Adaptation, Late Adaptation and Early Washout. We fit a two-way mixed effects ANOVA model, with the 431 

mean positional deviation as the dependent variable, one between-participants independent factor 432 

(Group: 3 levels – ND, D70 and D100), and one within-participants independent factor (Stage: 4 levels – 433 

Late Baseline, Early Adaptation, Late Adaptation and Early Washout). Mauchly’s test indicated a 434 

violation of the assumption of sphericity for the statistical analysis on the mean positional deviation in 435 

Experiment 1 ( 858.56)5(2  , 001.0p ); thus, we applied the Greenhouse-Geisser correction factor ( 436 

466.0ˆ  ) to the degrees of freedom of the main effect of the experiment Stage and to the Group- 437 

Stage interaction effect.   438 

To analyze adaptation according to positional deviation in Group D70_SF (Experiment 2), we fit a one- 439 

way repeated-measures ANOVA model, with the mean positional deviation as the dependent variable 440 

and one within-subjects independent factor (Stage: 3 levels – Late Baseline, Early Adaptation and Late 441 

Adaptation). Mauchly’s test indicated a violation of the assumption of sphericity ( 703.18)2(2  , 442 

001.0p ); thus, we applied the Greenhouse-Geisser correction factor ( 511.0ˆ  ) to the degrees of 443 

freedom of the main effect of experiment Stage. 444 

The second analysis of adaptation was done to test for an increase in the adaptation coefficient 445 

between the early and late stages of Adaptation. We first computed for each participant the adaptation 446 

coefficient   (Equation 3) for each of the Force Channel – preceding Force Field trial pairs in the 447 



Adaptation session, and averaged these values separately for the first (Early Adaptation) and the last 448 

(Late Adaptation) five trials of adaptation. After a Lilliefors test for normality, we fit a two-way mixed 449 

effect ANOVA model, with   as the dependent variable, one between-participant independent factor 450 

(Group: 3 levels – ND, D70 and D100), and one within-subject independent factor (Stage: 2 levels – Early 451 

Adaptation and Late Adaptation). For Group D70_SF, we used a two-tailed paired-samples t-test to 452 

compare the mean adaptation coefficient during the Early Adaptation and Late Adaptation stages. 453 

To compare the movement durations during the end of the Adaptation session between the groups, we 454 

fit a one-way ANOVA model, with the movement duration as the dependent variable, and the Group as 455 

the independent factor (3 levels – ND, D70 and D100). 456 

To compare the normalized gain of the velocity primitive ( g ) from the position-velocity representation 457 

model in Group ND to the normalized gain of the delayed velocity primitive (


g ) from the position- 458 

velocity-delayed velocity representation model in Group D70 and Group D100 during the end of the 459 

Adaptation, we fit a one-way ANOVA model, with the respective normalized gain as the dependent 460 

variable, and the Group as the independent factor (3 levels – ND, D70 and D100). 461 

To compare the mean maximum velocity of the movements in Force Channel trials during the Late 462 

Adaptation stage of Group D70 to Group D70_SF, we used a two-tailed independent-sample t-test. 463 

Throughout the paper, statistical significance was set at the   threshold. 464 

Data and code availability 465 

The data presented in this manuscript and the computer codes that were used to generate the results 466 

are available upon request from the corresponding author. 467 
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Results 469 

Experiment 1  470 

In Experiment 1, participants performed fast reaching movements from an initial location to a target 471 

presented in front of them while holding a haptic device that recorded their movements and applied 472 

forces that depended on the state of their hand (Fig. 2A). After a Baseline session during which they 473 

moved with no external force perturbing their hand, we introduced an Adaptation session in which a 474 

velocity-dependent force field was presented and persisted throughout the entire session. During 475 

Washout, the perturbation was removed and the environment was as in Baseline (Fig. 2B). 476 

Participants adapted to both non-delayed and delayed velocity-dependent force perturbations by 477 

constructing an internal representation of the environment dynamics 478 

Figure 3 summarizes the analysis of adaptation for Group ND (blue), Group D70 (yellow) and Group 479 

D100 (red). Figure 3A presents the mean positional deviation of all trials that were not Force Channel 480 

trials (the latter are indicated by the green bars) for each of the three groups. The positional deviation 481 

was defined as the maximum lateral displacement (perpendicular to movement direction), with positive 482 

and negative signs for displacements to the right and left, respectively. Individual movements from non- 483 

Force Channel trials of a single participant from each group are presented in the insets of Figure 3A at 484 

locations that correspond to the experimental stage from which they were taken. In the last trial of the 485 

Baseline session – Late Baseline – participants’ movements were similar to a straight line. In the first trial 486 

of the Adaptation session – Early Adaptation – the movements were disturbed by a velocity-dependent 487 

force to the right, resulting in a deviation from a straight line in a direction corresponding to the 488 

direction of the perturbation. In the last trial of the Adaptation session – Late Adaptation – participants 489 

recovered the straight paths they exhibited during Baseline. Finally, during the first trial of the Washout 490 

session, immediately after the removal of the perturbations – Early Washout – participants from all 491 



groups exhibit an aftereffect; i.e. , a deviation from the straight line in the opposite direction to the 492 

force field that was applied. 493 

These qualitative observations are also supported by a statistical analysis of the mean positional 494 

deviation from four trials during each of the four experimental stages mentioned above (Fig. 3C). For all 495 

three groups, the mean positional deviation changed significantly throughout these stages (main effect 496 

of Stage: 580.97)747.37,398.1( F , 001.0p ). It increased considerably from Late Baseline to Early 497 

Adaptation as a result of the initial exposure to the perturbation ( 001.0Bp ), and as participants 498 

adapted, the mean positional deviation decreased toward zero during Late Adaptation ( 001.0Bp ). 499 

Immediately after the perturbation was removed during Early Washout, the observed positional 500 

deviation became negative and significantly different from both Late Adaptation ( 001.0Bp ) and Late 501 

Baseline ( 001.0Bp ), implying the existence of an aftereffect. These results indicate that the 502 

participants from all three groups adapted to the applied force fields. 503 

The magnitude of the experienced delay in the force (0, 70 and 100 ms) did not affect the overall 504 

positional deviation (main effect of Group: 310.0)27,2( F , 736.0p ), or the change in the positional 505 

deviation throughout the stages of the experiment (Stage-Group interaction effect: 506 

880.1)747.37,796.2( F , 153.0p ), suggesting that there was no difference in the extent of adaptation 507 

between the groups.  508 

On random trials, the haptic device applied a high-stiffness attractor to a straight line path (Force 509 

Channel trials, Fig. 2B). These trials served to measure the actual forces that the participants applied and 510 

to estimate the adaptation coefficient,  , from the linear regression between each of these force 511 

trajectories and the force trajectories that were applied by the haptic device during the preceding Force 512 

Field trials (Eq. 3). If participants update their internal representation of the external forces, the value of 513 



this adaptation coefficient should increase and approach one when participants adapt completely. In 514 

Figure 3B, the adaptation coefficients are presented against the sequential numbers of Force Channel 515 

trials in the Adaptation session. For all three groups, there was an increase in the adaptation coefficient 516 

throughout the adaptation session. The mean adaptation coefficient during Late Adaptation was 517 

significantly higher than during Early Adaptation ( 179.131)27,1( F , 001.0p ) and was closer to one 518 

(Fig. 3D), indicating that participants learn to apply lateral forces that oppose the perturbing forces. The 519 

magnitude of the experienced delay in the force affected the change in the mean adaptation coefficient 520 

from the early to late stages of adaptation (Stage-Group interaction effect: 170.5)27,2( F , 013.0p ) 521 

such that during Late Adaptation, the mean adaptation coefficient of Group D100 was smaller than that 522 

of Group ND ( 002.0p ) and Group D70 ( 010.0p ). 523 

The adaptation analyses suggest that participants adapted to both 70 and 100 ms delayed velocity- 524 

dependent force fields. The existence of an aftereffect and the increase in the adaptation coefficient 525 

both indicate that this adaptation was the result of an adaptive process that used a representation of 526 

the external forces. However, the delay had an effect on movement kinematics. By the end of the 527 

Adaptation session, the movement duration was longer for a higher delay ( 047.12)27,2( F , 001.0p ; 528 

[ SDmean ], ND: ms8.75364 , D70: ms6.72396 , D100: ms134528 ). This could have 529 

weakened the velocity-dependent perturbing force and may account for the tendency toward decreased 530 

positional deviation during both Early Adaptation and Early Washout (aftereffect) with the increasing 531 

delay, although these effects were not significant. In addition, the significantly smaller adaptation 532 

coefficient for the D100 group suggests that the delay partially impeded adaptation to the perturbation, 533 

and that the representation of the delayed force was not complete.  534 

The actual forces applied following adaptation to the delayed velocity-dependent force fields do not fully 535 

correspond to the perturbations 536 



To assess the way participants represented the forces that they adapted to, we examined the actual 537 

forces that participants exhibited at the end of the Adaptation session (Fig. 4). The mean actual force 538 

trajectory exhibited by the Group ND participants was roughly a scaled version of the mean perturbation 539 

forces applied during the preceding Force Field trials (Fig. 4A): the onset of the mean actual forces and 540 

the time of its peak corresponded to the onset and the peak time of the mean perturbation force, 541 

respectively; both trajectories declined together after they reached their respective peak (which was 542 

smaller for the mean actual forces trajectory). For the participants in both Group D70 and Group D100 543 

(Fig. 4D, G), the onset of their mean actual forces occurred before the onset of the mean perturbation 544 

forces, similar to the time within the movement in which the onset of the mean actual forces of Group 545 

ND participants occurred. However, the peak of their mean actual forces corresponded to the time in 546 

which the mean of the perturbation forces for each of these groups (which is a scaled version of the 547 

delayed velocity) reached its maximum value. Furthermore, the mean actual forces in both groups did 548 

not return to zero. In the mean actual force of Group D70, the decrease in the mean actual forces 549 

becomes less steep, resulting in a “tail” when approaching the end of the movement (Fig. 4D, left). 550 

A closer examination of each participant’s mean actual forces at the end of the Adaptation (Fig. 4A, D, G, 551 

right panels) revealed a degree of inter-participant variability in the shape of the force trajectories. 552 

However, while the forces applied by Group ND consisted of a single distinct peak, the forces applied by 553 

Group D70 and Group D100 participants consisted of at least two peaks. We quantitatively analyzed the 554 

shape of the actual forces following adaptation to the different force perturbations to verify the 555 

existence of multiple peaks within a single trajectory. This analysis revealed that for all the actual force 556 

trajectories at the end of Adaptation in group ND (Fig. 4B), the highest probability was to find a single 557 

peak in the actual force trajectory ( 44.0)1( P ). For Group D70 (Fig. 4E) and Group D100 (Fig. 4H), the 558 

probability of the actual force trajectories with a single peak was lower (D70:  25.0)1( P , D100:  559 

12.0)1( P ), and was the highest for the actual force trajectories that consisted of two peaks (D70:  560 



51.0)2( P , D100:  37.0)2( P ). The histograms of the timing of the local peaks in the actual force 561 

trajectories showed that one of the them, usually the dominant peak, occurred around the time of the 562 

peak perturbation (which was 70 or 100 ms after the peak of the velocity trajectory), and the other 563 

occurred prior to it, and closer to the time of the peak perturbation in Group ND (which corresponds to 564 

the peak of the current velocity trajectory) (Fig. 4C, F, I). 565 

These results indicate that unlike in adaptation to non-delayed velocity-dependent force fields, the 566 

actual forces that participants applied to cope with the delayed force fields only partially corresponded 567 

to the applied perturbation. Although there seemed to be a component in the actual forces that 568 

matched the perturbing force, at least one additional component was present that did not directly 569 

relate to the perturbing force. 570 

The representation of the delayed velocity-dependent force perturbations can best be reconstructed by 571 

using a combination of current position, velocity, and delayed velocity primitives. 572 

To evaluate the fit of different representation models with the actual forces, we calculated a repeated- 573 

measures linear regression between the forces that were applied by the participants during Force 574 

Channel trials from the end of the Adaptation session, and various combinations of motor primitives – 575 

position, velocity, delayed velocity, and acceleration – from the respective preceding Force Field trials. 576 

As mentioned above, the movement duration was different between groups; namely, the durations of 577 

the movements from these trials increased with the increasing delay. Nevertheless, since durations 578 

were similar within participants and between participants within each group, we did not apply time 579 

normalization when averaging the results across trials and participants within a group. 580 

Our evaluation of the ability of different combinations of motor primitives to explain the internal 581 

representation of the non-delayed and delayed velocity-dependent force fields is presented in Table 1. 582 

The closer the R2 is to one, and the smaller the value of BIC, the better the model explains the actual 583 



forces that the participants applied at the end of the Adaptation session. Consistent with previous 584 

studies (Sing et al. 2009; Yousif and Diedrichsen 2012), the actual forces applied by the participants in 585 

Group ND are best fitted by a representation model based on current position and velocity primitives 586 

(Fig. 5A), with a large positive normalized gain for the velocity primitive and a small positive normalized 587 

gain for the position primitive, than a model based solely on a velocity primitive (Table 1).  588 

This was not the case for the D70 and D100 groups. The qualitative evaluation of the mean actual forces 589 

trajectory (Fig. 4) suggests that a model based on current position and velocity or on current position 590 

and delayed velocity would not be able to account satisfactorily for the representation of the delayed 591 

velocity-dependent force fields. An examination of these models (Fig. 5B-E) and their goodness-of-fit 592 

evaluation (Table 1) supports this observation. The current position and velocity model failed to capture 593 

the shifted peak in the actual forces (Fig. 5B, C), and the current position and delayed velocity model 594 

failed to capture the early initiation of forces (Fig. 5D, E). This suggests that participants did not 595 

represent the delayed velocity-dependent force field through a combination of position and either 596 

current or delayed velocity primitives alone. 597 

Next, we examined whether a representation model that included a current position primitive and a 598 

state-based approximation of the delayed velocity, using current velocity and acceleration, could 599 

provide a better fit for the performance of Group D70 and Group D100 participants. This model was 600 

characterized by a better fit than the representation models mentioned above (Table 1), but an 601 

examination of the representation model’s trajectories showed that they still did not coincide with the 602 

actual forces very well, especially in the case of the larger delay (Fig. 5F, G). 603 

We tested an additional simple model that combined current position and velocity as well as delayed 604 

velocity movement primitives (Fig. 5H, I). The components of this combination yielded a representation 605 

model that more closely resembled the prominent features of the actual force trajectory than any other 606 



model of similar complexity, as evidenced by the R2 and BIC values in Table 1, as well as a visual 607 

examination of Figure 5H, I. The mean onset of the actual force trajectory was close to the mean onset 608 

of the velocity trajectory. The time of the peak of the trajectory was similar to the time in which the 609 

delayed-velocity trajectory reached a maximum value. Finally, the force tail at the end of the movement 610 

hints at the involvement of a position component, although this may have also arisen from feedback. 611 

This model appears to provide the best fit to the actual forces that Group D70 and Group D100 612 

participants applied during Force Channel trials at the end of the Adaptation session (out of all the 613 

models we tested in this study) while remaining attractive due to its simplicity. Note, however, that a 614 

closer examination of Figure 5H, I reveals that this model does not match the applied forces accurately. 615 

We delve into the potential sources of discrepancies and additional, more complex, alternative models 616 

in the Discussion section. 617 

The gain of the delayed velocity primitive evolves throughout adaptation to delayed velocity-dependent 618 

force perturbations 619 

To examine the dynamics of the forming of the internal representation for the non-delayed and both the 620 

delayed velocity-dependent force fields, after choosing the best candidate representation model from 621 

each group, we calculated the normalized gain of each primitive in these models in each Force Channel 622 

trial. The time course of the evolution of these normalized gains throughout the Baseline, Adaptation, 623 

and Washout sessions of the experiment are depicted in Fig. 6. 624 

Consistent with the fact that participants did not experience external perturbing forces during Baseline, 625 

in the last Force Channel trial in Baseline, in all Group ND (Fig. 6A), Group D70 (Fig. 6C) and Group D100 626 

(Fig. 6E), the normalized gains of the current position and velocity primitives were close to zero, as well 627 

as the normalized gain of the delayed velocity primitive in both the delay groups. For all groups, the first 628 

Force Channel trial of the Adaptation session appeared after a single Force Field trial was presented. 629 



After experiencing the perturbation for the first time, Group ND participants (Fig. 6A, B) applied a force 630 

that reflected an initial representation consisting of a small contribution of both position and velocity 631 

primitives, with similar normalized gains. Since the perturbing force depends linearly on the velocity, 632 

throughout adaptation, there was a sharp increase in the velocity normalized gain (Fig. 6A, green 633 

triangles; Fig. 6B, ordinate) in parallel with a slight decrease in the position normalized gain (Fig. 6A, 634 

orange dots; Fig. 6B, abscissa). 635 

In Group D70 and Group D100 (Fig. 6C-F), participants started with a similar initial representation 636 

consisting of position and velocity normalized gains that were similar to Group ND, and with no 637 

contribution of a delayed velocity primitive. Similar to Group ND, the position normalized gains 638 

decreased slightly throughout adaptation (Fig. 6C, E, orange dots; Fig. 6D, F, left and middle panels, 639 

abscissa). The normalized gains of the velocity primitive (Fig. 6C, E, green triangles; Fig. 6D, F, left panel 640 

and right panels, ordinate and abscissa, respectively) increased slightly during early adaptation and then 641 

decreased during late adaptation, such that their final value was similar to that at the beginning. 642 

Importantly, in both Group D70 and Group D100, the normalized gains of the delayed velocity primitive 643 

increased (Fig. 6C, E dark blue squares; Fig. 6D, F, middle and right panels, ordinate). However, they did 644 

so more slowly and reached values that were significantly smaller than those of the velocity normalized 645 

gain in Group ND (main effect of Group: 106.12)27,2( F , 001.0p ; ND-D70: 003.0Bp , ND-D100: 646 

001.0Bp ), which was likely due to the remaining non-delayed velocity primitive in the 647 

representation. There was no statistically significant difference between the delayed velocity normalized 648 

gains of Group D70 and Group D100 at the end of the Adaptation ( 001.0Bp ), suggesting that the 649 

weighted contribution of the delayed velocity primitive to the representation was not influenced by the 650 

delay magnitude. 651 



During Washout, the position and velocity normalized gains of Group ND showed an early decay 652 

response to the removal of the perturbation (Fig. 6A), and then came close to zero in the last Force 653 

Channel trial of the session. In Group D70 and Group D100, the position and velocity normalized gains 654 

exhibited a similar immediate response to that of Group ND (Fig. 6C, E) and eventually approached zero. 655 

Interestingly, the delayed velocity normalized gains of both the delay groups remained similar to their 656 

mean values at the end of Adaptation, and even showed a slight increase from the first to the second 657 

Force Channel trials of the Washout session. Only then, did it drop to a smaller value until approaching 658 

zero at the end of the session. 659 

 660 

Experiment 2 661 

Generalization of adaptation to a delayed force field from slow to fast movements:  support for an 662 

internal representation of a delayed velocity-dependent force field as a combination of current position, 663 

velocity, and delayed velocity primitives  664 

In Experiment 1, we showed that the representation model constructed from position, velocity and 665 

acceleration primitives provides a relatively good fit to the actual forces of Group D70 participants, and 666 

that its predicted trajectory is quite similar to that of the position, velocity and delayed velocity 667 

representation model (Fig. 5F, H). Compared to Group D70, the actual forces that Group D100 668 

participants applied exhibit clearer dual-peak trajectories (Fig. 4D, G). These two peaks are likely 669 

associated with the current and delayed velocity primitives that are better separated in time. However, 670 

based on Experiment 1, it is impossible to reject the hypothesis that the clearly distinct delayed velocity 671 

primitive was specific to adaptation to a larger delay. Therefore, it remained unclear whether the actual 672 

forces that counteracted the 70 ms delayed velocity-dependent force field were the result of a 673 

representation composed of current state primitives or a combination of current and delayed primitives. 674 



In addition, it remained unclear whether a representation formed at a particular velocity can generalize 675 

to a different velocity. 676 

To address these two open questions, we designed Experiment 2 as a generalization study to a faster 677 

velocity. The predictions of the actual force trajectories during generalization to a faster velocity are 678 

different for a representation model composed of position, velocity, and acceleration and a model 679 

composed of position, velocity, and delayed velocity (Fig. 7). We simulated the actual forces applied 680 

following adaptation to 70 ms delayed velocity-dependent force fields for both the position-velocity- 681 

acceleration (Fig. 7, upper panel) and the position-velocity-delayed velocity (Fig. 7, lower panel) 682 

representation models during slow (Fig. 7, left panel) and fast movements (Fig. 7, right panel). We 683 

determined the gain of each primitive in our simulation based on their relative contribution in the 684 

representation analysis of Group D70 in Experiment 1 (Fig. 5F, H). The simulation results showed that 685 

during slow movements, the actual force predicted by the position-velocity-acceleration model was 686 

similar to the actual force predicted by the position-velocity-delayed velocity model (Fig. 7, cyan). 687 

However, the same representations predicted considerably different actual force trajectories during fast 688 

movements (Fig. 7, purple). The position-velocity-acceleration representation predicted a trajectory 689 

with a small initial decrease in the actual force, followed by a steep increase with a single peak. The 690 

position-velocity-delayed velocity representation predicted an actual force trajectory that had two 691 

positive peaks corresponding to each of the velocity primitives.  692 

In Experiment 2, we tested experimentally how constructing a representation of the 70 ms delayed 693 

velocity-dependent force field while executing slow movements would generalize to faster movements. 694 

In this experiment, a group of participants (Group D70_SF) performed the same task as they did in 695 

Experiment 1, but under a modified protocol (Fig. 2C). During Baseline, participants moved with no 696 

external force perturbing their hand, and we trained them to reach the target within two different 697 



duration ranges by moving either at low (Slow) or high speed (Fast). A different display background color 698 

signaled the required movement speed. During Adaptation, a velocity-dependent force field was 699 

presented and persisted throughout the entire session (with the exception of the Force Channel trials). 700 

All the trials in the Adaptation session were of the Slow type. The applied force influenced the positional 701 

deviation of the participants (Fig. 8A), which changed significantly throughout the Late Baseline, Early 702 

Adaptation and Late Adaptation stages of the experiment (main effect of Stage: 933.12)159.7,023.1( F , 703 

008.0p ). There was an increase in the positional deviation from Late Baseline to Early Adaptation 704 

as a result of the sudden introduction of the perturbation ( 017.0Bp ). With repeated exposure to the 705 

force, the positional deviation decreased ( 046.0Bp ) and declined toward zero during Late 706 

Adaptation. These results suggest that Group D70_SF participants adapted to the delayed force field. 707 

Similar to Experiment 1, in Experiment 2 we also included Force Channel trials that were presented 708 

randomly throughout the Baseline and the Adaptation sessions. All the Force Channel trials in these 709 

sessions were of the Slow type, and they served to measure the actual forces that participants applied 710 

to counteract the perturbations. The increase in the adaptation coefficient throughout the Adaptation 711 

session (Fig. 8B) suggests that the participants formed an internal representation of the perturbation, 712 

which had a significantly higher mean adaptation coefficient during Late Adaptation than during Early 713 

Adaptation ( 691.2)7( t , 031.0p ). 714 

To assess the way participants represented the forces they adapted to, we examined the actual forces 715 

that they applied during Late Adaptation (Fig. 8C). The mean actual force trajectory exerted by Group 716 

D70_SF participants in Experiment 2 was similar in shape to the mean actual force trajectory of Group 717 

D70 participants in Experiment 1 (Fig. 4D). That is, the onset of the mean actual forces occurred before 718 

the onset of the mean perturbation forces, and the peak of the mean actual forces corresponded to the 719 

time of the peak mean perturbation forces. Since the duration span within which Group D70_SF 720 



participants were required to move during the Adaptation session was smaller than and within the 721 

upper range of the movement duration span in Group D70, they moved slower. The mean maximum 722 

velocity of Group D70_SF during Late Adaptation ([ CImean %95 ], s
m707.2234.33  ) was 723 

significantly lower  than that of Group D70 ( s
m952.3025.53  ) ( 677.7)16( t , 001.0p ); hence, 724 

overall perturbations and actual forces were all down-scaled. 725 

To examine the generalization of adaptation to the delayed force perturbation from slow to fast 726 

movements, the last session (Generalization) consisted only of Force Channel trials of both Slow and Fast 727 

type trials (Joiner et al. 2011). We included the Slow Force Channel trials to compare the actual forces 728 

during Fast trials to the actual forces during Slow trials from the same experimental stage (Early 729 

Generalization). The actual forces (both the group average and individual means) during the Slow trials 730 

in the Early Generalization stage (Fig. 8D) showed long duration trajectories, with an initial increase 731 

around the onset of the actual forces during Late Adaptation (Fig. 8C) and a peak mean force around the 732 

time of the peak mean perturbation. This trajectory is consistent with the simulated actual force 733 

trajectory of both the position-velocity-acceleration and the position-velocity-delayed velocity 734 

representation models (Fig 7, left panel, solid cyan). The actual forces during the Fast trials in the Early 735 

Generalization stage (Fig. 8E) had clear dual-peak trajectories that were consistent with the position- 736 

velocity-delayed velocity representation model (Fig 7, lower right panel, solid purple). These results 737 

suggest that the adaptation of the delayed velocity-dependent force field can generalize to faster 738 

movements, and that the generalization pattern is consistent with a position-velocity-delayed velocity 739 

representation rather than a position-velocity-acceleration representation. 740 

Further support for the use of a delayed-velocity primitive rather than an acceleration primitive comes 741 

from the evaluation of the fit of the representation models to the actual forces that participants applied 742 

during the late stage of Adaptation (Fig. 9), and its generalization to Slow and Fast during the early 743 



Generalization stage (Fig. 10). The actual forces applied by the participants in Group D70_SF during the 744 

Slow Force Channel trial of late Adaptation was better fitted by a position-velocity-delayed velocity 745 

(R2=0.476, BIC=1.28×104) than by a position-velocity-acceleration (R2=0.468, BIC=1.30×104) 746 

representation model. Note however, that this difference was quite small, and was likely the result of 747 

the inflation of the position primitive over the acceleration and the delayed velocity primitives (Fig. 9A, 748 

B). Since during slow movements the velocity trajectory is wide, the delayed velocity trajectory does not 749 

decline completely by the end of the movement and becomes more similar to the position trajectory. 750 

Therefore, the position primitive can capture the delayed increase in the actual force trajectory (Fig. 9B). 751 

This may also be why the absolute gain of the acceleration primitive was very small (Fig. 9A). Thus, we 752 

also examined representation models that do not include the position primitive; namely, velocity- 753 

acceleration and velocity-delayed velocity representation models. Here, as in the previous comparison, a 754 

representation model that included the delayed velocity primitive provided a considerably better fit to 755 

the actual forces (R2=0.420, BIC=1.37×104) than a model that included the acceleration primitive 756 

(R2=0.370, BIC=1.44×104). The former model was able to better account for the early rise in the actual 757 

forces and the delayed force peaks than the latter model (Fig. 9C, D). 758 

In addition, we tested the ability of the models that were fitted to the late Adaptation trials to predict 759 

the actual forces in the early Generalization stage. For the Slow trials, both the velocity-acceleration and 760 

velocity-delayed velocity models provided similar predicted forces that resembled the actual forces (Fig. 761 

10A, B). Importantly, for Fast trials, the models provided different predicted forces (Fig. 10C, D): 762 

although neither model captured the early rise in the actual forces well, the velocity-acceleration model 763 

was markedly worse in terms of fit, because it predicted a negative dip in the force (resulting from the 764 

negative acceleration) that was clearly absent from the actual force trajectory. Overall, the 765 

generalization from slow to fast movements further strengthens our claim that a delayed velocity 766 



primitive was used together with a current velocity primitive to adapt to the delayed velocity-dependent 767 

force perturbations. 768 

 769 

Discussion 770 

To explore how internal models are formed in light of sensory transmission delays, we examined the 771 

representation of delayed velocity-dependent force perturbations. Consistent with previous studies, 772 

participants adapted to delayed and non-delayed perturbations similarly (Levy et al. 2010; Scheidt et al. 773 

2000). Interestingly, unlike in the non-delayed case where the current position and velocity movement 774 

primitives provided a good fit to participants’ actual forces (Sing et al. 2009), models based on the 775 

current position with the current or the delayed velocity were insufficient to explain the forces applied 776 

in the delayed case. Instead, among the models that we tested, the best model consisted of current 777 

position, velocity and delayed velocity primitives. This representation also generalized to a higher 778 

velocity for which the delayed force field had never been experienced. 779 

Previous studies have made conflicting claims about delayed feedback representations. On one hand, 780 

when simultaneity is disrupted during interactions with elastic force fields by force feedback delays, 781 

stiffness perception is biased (Di Luca et al. 2011; Leib et al. 2016; Nisky et al. 2010; Nisky et al. 2008; 782 

Nisky et al. 2011; Pressman et al. 2008; Pressman et al. 2007). This suggests that the brain does not 783 

employ a delay representation that realigns the position signal with the delayed force signal. On the 784 

other hand, humans can adapt to delayed velocity-dependent force perturbations (Levy et al. 2010) and 785 

adjust their grip force to a delayed load force during both unimanual (Leib et al. 2015) and bimanual 786 

(Witney et al. 1999) tool-mediated interactions with objects. By explicitly measuring the forces that 787 

participants apply to directly counterbalance delayed force perturbations by using force channels, we 788 

provide the first evidence of how delayed state information is exploited for the control of arm 789 



movements and suggest that this takes the form of a delayed velocity primitive together with the 790 

current state information. We also quantitatively evaluated the relative contribution of the current and 791 

delayed state primitives in the representation, determined their evolution and washout dynamics, and 792 

examined their generalization. 793 

The vast majority of works exploring the processes by which the sensorimotor system constructs 794 

internal representations have examined adaptation to two types of perturbations: visuomotor 795 

transformations (Flanagan and Rao 1995; Krakauer et al. 2000) and force fields (Lackner and Dizio 1994; 796 

Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994). Adding a delay to the perturbing feedback may be considered an 797 

adaptation to two concurrent disturbances – the perturbation and the delayed feedback. Two studies 798 

have examined concurrent adaptation to visuomotor rotation and delay (Honda et al. 2012a; b). The 799 

results showed that the added delay weakened the adaptation to the rotation (Honda et al. 2012a), but 800 

that adaptation to the delayed feedback prior to the experience of both disturbances together improved 801 

adaptation to the rotation for the same and for a larger delay magnitude (Honda et al. 2012b). Similarly, 802 

in our study, participants experienced force fields that depended on a delayed state. In addition, the 803 

delay deteriorated adaptation, as was evidenced by the increase in movement duration with the 804 

increasing delay and the decrease in the adaptation coefficient in the D100 group. Although we did not 805 

examine how adaptation to a delayed feedback alone influenced subsequent adaptation to the 806 

combined delayed force perturbation, our results may perhaps hint that by constructing a delayed 807 

velocity primitive, the participants became more attuned to the delay. The late decline of the gain of the 808 

delayed velocity primitive after perturbation removal during washout (Experiment 1) suggests that the 809 

brain may preserve a representation of the delayed state, and might use it in generalizations to different 810 

delayed force perturbations. The study of generalization to a higher velocity for the same movement 811 

extent (Experiment 2) has some similarities to generalization to a higher delay. Thus, our finding that 812 

participants continued using a delayed velocity primitive during generalization to a faster movement 813 



suggests that they could utilize the acquired information about the delay to other contexts. 814 

Interestingly, the prior experience of the delay in Honda et al. did not affect the adaptation to the no- 815 

delay condition (Honda et al. 2012b). The preservation of the current velocity primitive in our results 816 

suggests that it can also be utilized for adaptation to non-delayed velocity dependent force field. 817 

The coexistence of the delayed and current state primitives in the representation is in line with studies 818 

that have found evidence for a mixed representation of the actual delay and a state-based estimation of 819 

the delay (Diedrichsen et al. 2007; Leib et al. 2015). Diedrichsen et al. showed that when two tasks 820 

overlap in time, participants use state-dependent control where the motor command in one task 821 

depends on the arm state in the other task, but when they are separated, they use time-dependent 822 

control (Diedrichsen et al. 2007). The delays in our experiments (70 and 100 ms) were within their 823 

identified transition range, where a combination of both was used. This combination may result from 824 

the similarity between the current and delayed velocity primitives, which hinders the ability to assign 825 

the perturbation to one or the other, and larger delays may lead to a better separation (Witney et al. 826 

1999). Nevertheless, the better separation in Witney et al. may also be related to bimanual 827 

coordination. In any case, the delays in our experiment were bounded by the short durations of the 828 

ballistic reaches. When analyzing the primitives’ dynamics throughout the experiment in the group that 829 

experienced the 100 ms delay (Fig. 6E), the regression analysis of some trials revealed a high correlation 830 

between the delayed velocity and the position primitives. Furthermore, larger delays may potentially 831 

break down the association between the movement and the perturbing force. Thus, we believe that 100 832 

ms is probably close to the maximal delay magnitude that could be used in our experiment. 833 

Our results indicate a weakening effect of delay magnitude on adaptation to perturbing forces. This 834 

highlights the limited ability of the brain to construct an accurate representation of delayed feedback, 835 

and is consistent with studies that reported decreased aftereffects (Honda et al. 2012b) and greater 836 



perceptual biases with increasing delays (Pressman et al. 2007). Both the 70 and 100 ms delay groups in 837 

Experiment 1 exhibited an increase in the adaptation coefficient and aftereffects, indicating that an 838 

internal representation of the perturbing force was formed. However, the increase in the adaptation 839 

coefficient was smaller for the 100 ms delay group. This is directly related to our observations that the 840 

representation consisted of both current and delayed primitives. Hence, the larger delay resulted in an 841 

actual force trajectory that departed further than the applied force perturbation. In addition, when 842 

coping with increasing delay, the participants may have increased their arm stiffness to cope with delay- 843 

induced instability (Burdet et al. 2001; Milner and Cloutier 1993). Such an increase in stiffness can 844 

reduce the effect of the perturbing forces, and consequently the magnitude of the perturbation-specific 845 

representation (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994), as well as the aftereffect. The findings showed that 846 

the aftereffect was smaller when the delay was larger, but this did not reach statistical significance. We 847 

also observed a systematic increase in the duration of the movement at the higher delay. In fact, one 848 

possible strategy for dealing with a delayed force is to move slower, which results in weaker velocity 849 

dependent perturbations. 850 

The participants’ failure to more accurately represent the delayed forces may have resulted from the 851 

absence of well-established priors in the sensorimotor system for such a perturbation. The slow increase 852 

in the delayed velocity gain, relative to the current velocity gain (Fig. 6A, C, E), is consistent with 853 

previous results suggesting that new temporal relationships between actions and their consequences 854 

are learned by generating a novel rather than by adapting a pre-existing predictive response (Witney et 855 

al. 1999). The slow process of constructing the new representation may not have been fully complete 856 

within the adaptation duration in our study. This seems possible since the gain of the delayed velocity 857 

primitive did not clearly reach a plateau and did not decrease instantaneously following the suppression 858 

of the perturbation. Determining whether participants could construct an accurate representation if 859 

they had more trials, or several adaptation sessions over multiple days, was beyond the scope of this 860 



study. Rather, we focused on comparing the adaptation to non-delayed and delayed perturbations and 861 

on the evolution of the current and delayed primitives for the same number of trials. 862 

Our results indicate that the sensorimotor system is likely to use a delayed velocity rather than an 863 

acceleration primitive. Despite the fact that the body is continuously exposed to inertial forces, studies 864 

have reported slow adaptation and poor generalization of acceleration-dependent as compared to 865 

velocity-dependent force fields (Hwang and Shadmehr 2005; Hwang et al. 2006), and in fact, force field 866 

adaptation studies have focused mainly on primitives depending on position and velocity (Donchin et al. 867 

2003; Sing et al. 2009; Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Yousif and Diedrichsen 2012). However, this 868 

may be a consequence of the difficulty of measuring acceleration in experiments. Therefore, the 869 

capability of the sensorimotor system to utilize an acceleration primitive when responding to 870 

environmental dynamics requires further investigation. We suggest that specifically when coping with a 871 

delayed velocity-dependent force feedback, an acceleration primitive is not likely to be used.  872 

Our best model was not perfect in predicting the forces that participants applied at the end of 873 

adaptation. The inconsistencies may be related to un-modeled mechanisms, such as increasing arm 874 

stiffness, although the fact that both delay groups in Experiment 1 exhibited aftereffects and an increase 875 

in the adaptation coefficient suggests that increased stiffness was not the main coping mechanism 876 

(Burdet et al. 2001; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994). Other un-modeled factors may include additional 877 

higher-order derivatives or lateral movement primitives. In addition, we assumed an accurate delay for 878 

the delayed velocity primitive, but the participants may have had a noisy estimation of the delay. We 879 

chose not to improve the fit of the model with additional primitives or by optimizing the delay 880 

parameter to avoid overfitting. We kept the models that we tested as simple as possible and only 881 

examined primitives that were included in our original predictions. 882 



Inferring the gains of the primitives that were used in forming the representation may be also viewed as 883 

inferring an implicit estimation of the stiffness (for the position primitive) and viscosity (for the current 884 

and delayed velocity primitives) of the environment. Delayed force feedback biases perceptions of 885 

stiffness (Di Luca et al. 2011; Leib et al. 2015; Nisky et al. 2008; Pressman et al. 2007), viscosity (Hirche 886 

and Buss 2007) and mass (Hirche and Buss 2007; van Polanen and Davare 2016). Such perceptual biases 887 

may thus affect the estimation of the correct contribution of each primitive when constructing the 888 

representation that generates the actual forces. Perceptual biases do not necessarily align with effects 889 

on actions (Goodale and Milner 1992), and specifically in the response to delayed force feedback (Leib et 890 

al. 2015). However, future studies should examine the influence of such biases by probing the explicit 891 

component of adaptation (Taylor et al. 2014) in both the non-delayed and delayed conditions, and 892 

extract the primitive gains from the implicit process alone. 893 

Interestingly, the primitive gains continued to change throughout the entire adaptation while 894 

performance, as measured by the peak hand deviation from a straight line movement, reached an 895 

asymptote after fewer than 100 trials. This suggests that the change in gains was not driven by the error 896 

experienced due the hand deviation, but may have been a continuous optimization process driven by 897 

other variables (Mazzoni and Krakauer 2006; McDougle et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2006).  898 

It remains unclear which signals are used to construct the delayed velocity primitive, and the mechanism 899 

governing its construction. The second peak in the actual force trajectory may be interpreted as the 900 

outcome of a feedback component. However, since the actual forces were measured during force 901 

channel trials when no perturbing forces were applied, the delayed increase in the force trajectory is not 902 

likely to reflect a reactive component but rather a preplanned force trajectory that was constructed 903 

gradually through an updating process of a feedforward control. 904 



The construction of a delayed primitive that is used for action may depend on the presence of the delay 905 

in the force feedback. Studies that have examined action with visual feedback delays have reported both 906 

perceptual and performance biases that are inconsistent with the capability to represent the delayed 907 

signals (Mussa-Ivaldi et al. 2010; Sarlegna et al. 2010; Takamuku and Gomi 2015). However, studies of 908 

actions with force feedback delays have found evidence for a delay representation (Leib et al. 2015; 909 

Witney et al. 1999). Thus, the formation of a delayed state primitive may depend on the activity of 910 

sensory organs that respond to forces, such as the Golgi tendon organ (Houk and Simon 1967) or 911 

mechanoreceptors in the skin of the fingers (Zimmerman et al. 2014). 912 

Importantly, the observation that a model that includes the delayed velocity primitive can best account 913 

for the actual forces does not necessarily mean that the sensorimotor system uses an actual 914 

representation of the delayed velocity. Adaptation can take place by memorizing the shape of the 915 

experienced force along the trajectory; however, the brain does not seem to employ such a “rote 916 

learning” mechanism when experiencing novel environmental dynamics (Conditt et al. 1997). 917 

Alternatively, participants could have estimated the delayed velocity as a function of the time relative to 918 

movement duration or according to the extent of motion. However, the fact that the peak actual force 919 

during generalization to fast movements was aligned with the delayed velocity suggests that it is more 920 

likely that the delayed velocity primitive was constructed as a function of the absolute time. In addition, 921 

participants could have represented the perturbing force as an explicit function of time although it is not 922 

clear whether the nervous system is capable of representing time explicitly (Karniel 2011). Humans can 923 

adapt to state-dependent, but not time-dependent force perturbations while performing movements 924 

(Karniel and Mussa-Ivaldi 2003), and time-dependent forces can be misinterpreted as state-dependent 925 

(Conditt and Mussa-Ivaldi 1999). On the other hand, time and not state representation accounted for 926 

the perceived timings of events during a task involving discrete impulsive forces (Pressman et al. 2012). 927 



Thus, further studies are required to understand the mechanisms by which delayed state 928 

representations are formed. 929 

If participants employed a time representation in our task, either for constructing the delayed velocity 930 

primitive or for temporal tuning of the applied force, our best model is consistent with evidence for a 931 

neural representation of both time and state. Structures that represent time have been linked to the 932 

basal ganglia (Ivry 1996; Rao et al. 2001) and to the supplementary motor area (Halsband et al. 1993; 933 

Macar et al. 2006). The cerebellum was suggested to play a role in time representation (Ivry et al. 2002; 934 

Spencer et al. 2003), but also in state estimation, especially in light of feedback delays (Ebner and 935 

Pasalar 2008) by hosting forward models (Miall et al. 1993; Miall et al. 2007; Nowak et al. 2007; Wolpert 936 

et al. 1998). Lobule V of the cerebellum was linked to state-dependent control whereas the left planum 937 

temporale was associated with time-dependent control (Diedrichsen et al. 2007).  938 

Understanding adaptation to environmental dynamics in the presence of delayed causality is critical for 939 

understanding forward models and sensory integration. It is also important for studying pathologies 940 

with transmission delays such as Multiple Sclerosis (Trapp and Stys 2009), or disordered neural 941 

synchronization, such as Parkinson’s disease (Hammond et al. 2007), essential tremor (Schnitzler et al. 942 

2009), and epilepsy (Scharfman 2007), specifically if treatment is attempted by tuning the delay in the 943 

feedback loop to control neural synchronization (Popovych et al. 2005; Rosenblum and Pikovsky 2004). 944 

Finally, it may also be useful for the design of efficient teleoperation technologies in which feedback is 945 

delayed (Nisky et al. 2013; Nisky et al. 2011).  946 
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 1118 

Figure Legends 1119 

Figure 1. Models of force representation. 1120 

A: schematic illustration of the force applied by the haptic device during Adaptation in the non-delayed 1121 

(blue) and delayed (beige) conditions, using the same representative velocity trajectory (dotted grey) in 1122 

both conditions. B: the representation of non-delayed force (solid dark blue) is modelled as a 1123 

combination of position (dotted orange) and velocity (dotted green). C: possible representations of 1124 

delayed force (solid brown): left panel – based on representation of position and delayed velocity 1125 

(dotted dark blue); right panel – based only on current state - position, velocity and acceleration (dotted 1126 

purple). 1127 

 1128 

Figure 2. Experimental setup and protocols. 1129 

A: an illustration of the experimental task: the seated participants held the handle of a Phantom 1130 

Premium 1.5 haptic device (Geomagic®). A screen that was placed horizontally covered the hand and 1131 

displayed the task scene. Participants controlled the movement of a cursor (yellow dot) and performed 1132 

reaching movements from a start location (white dot) to the target (red dot).  B: experiment 1 – 1133 



schematic display of the experimental protocol: the experiment was composed of three sessions – 1134 

during the Baseline session (100 trials), no perturbation was applied; during the Adaptation session (200 1135 

trials), reaching movements were perturbed with a velocity-dependent force field; and during the 1136 

Washout session (100 trials), the perturbations were removed. Three groups of participants performed 1137 

the experiment, each experienced different perturbations throughout the Adaptation session: 1138 

movements of Group ND participants were perturbed with a non-delayed velocity-dependent force field 1139 

(blue bar), and movements of Group D70 and Group D100 participants were perturbed with a 70 ms 1140 

(yellow bar) and 100 ms (red bar) delayed velocity-dependent force field, respectively. Green bars 1141 

represent Force Channel trials that appeared pseudo-randomly in ~11 percent of the trials. During Force 1142 

Channel trials, high-stiffness forces were applied by the haptic device that constrained the hand to move 1143 

in a straight path, thus making it possible to measure the lateral forces applied by the participants. C: 1144 

experiment 2 – protocol. During the Baseline session (100 trials), no perturbation was applied and 1145 

participants were trained to reach in two velocity ranges – either Slow or Fast. During the Adaptation 1146 

session (200 trials), movements were perturbed with a 70 ms delayed velocity-dependent force field, 1147 

and participants were only presented with the Slow reaching type trials. The cyan bars represent Force 1148 

Channel trials during which participants were requested to move in the Slow type. The Generalization 1149 

session (100 trials) consisted of only Force Channel trials that were pseudo-randomly alternated 1150 

between the Slow and the Fast (purple) type. 1151 

 1152 

Figure 3. Experiment 1: adaptation to non-delayed and delayed velocity-dependent force fields. 1153 

A: time course of the peak positional deviation, averaged over all participants in each group (Group ND – 1154 

blue, Group D70 – yellow, Group D100 – red). Vertical dashed gray lines separate the Baseline, 1155 

Adaptation and Washout sessions of the experiment. Green bars indicate Force Channel trials. Insets 1156 



present individual movements of a single participant from each group during a single non- Force Channel 1157 

trial from the Late Baseline (LB), Early Adaptation (EA), Late Adaptation (LA) and Early Washout (EW) 1158 

stages of the experiment. B: time course of the average adaptation coefficient during the Adaptation 1159 

session. The adaptation coefficient represents the slope of the regression line extracted from a linear 1160 

regression between the actual force participants applied during a Force Channel trial and the applied 1161 

perturbation force during the preceding Force Field trial. Shading represents the 95% confidence 1162 

interval in both A and B. C: mean positional deviation of four trials from four stages of the experiment 1163 

(LB, EA, LA and EW) averaged over all participants in each group. D: mean adaptation coefficient of the 1164 

first (EA) and last (LA) five trials pairs of adjacent Force Field and Force Channel trials of the Adaptation 1165 

session. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 1166 

 1167 

Figure 4. Experiment 1: actual forces at the end of adaptation. 1168 

A, D, G: the left panels depict the mean perturbation trajectories (solid) and mean actual forces (dashed) 1169 

of all the participants in each group – Group ND (A), Group D70 (D) and Group D100 (G). The forces 1170 

depicted are the actual forces that participants applied during the last ten Force Channel trials of the 1171 

Adaptation session to cope with the applied perturbations presented in the preceding Force Field trials. 1172 

Shading represents the 95% confidence intervals. The right panels present the mean actual forces for 1173 

each participant from the group on the left. B, E, H: histograms depict the probability distributions of the 1174 

number of local peaks in the actual force trajectories from late Adaptation (B – ND, E – D70 and H – 1175 

D100). C, F, I: distributions of the times of local peaks in the actual force trajectories (C – ND, F – D70 1176 

and I – D100). 1177 

 1178 



Figure 5. Experiment 1: actual forces and fitted representation models. 1179 

The representation models were constructed according to different combinations of motor primitives. 1180 

A: the actual forces applied by Group ND participants are well fitted by a representation model (solid 1181 

dark blue) based on position (dotted orange) and velocity (dotted green) movement primitives; bar plots 1182 

present the normalized gain of each primitive, estimated from the linear regression between the actual 1183 

forces and the combination of specific primitive. B-E: the actual forces that were applied by both Group 1184 

D70 (B, D) and Group D100 (C, E) only poorly correspond to either a representation model (solid brown 1185 

and solid dark red, respectively) based on current position and velocity movement primitives (B-C), or a 1186 

model based on position and delayed velocity (dotted dark blue) movement primitives (D-E). F-I: a 1187 

representation model based on current position, velocity and acceleration (dotted purple) movement 1188 

primitives shows a better fit to the actual forces of Group D70 and Group D100 participants (F-G), but a 1189 

representation model based on current position and velocity, and delayed velocity movement primitives 1190 

provides the best fit (H-I) (compared to the other models that we tested). Shading and error bars 1191 

represent the 95% confidence intervals. Dots represent primitive gains of individual participants. 1192 

 1193 

Figure 6. Experiment 1: the dynamics of movement primitives' normalized gains. 1194 

The gains are presented for the models that best explain the actual force patterns that each group 1195 

exhibited during the Force Channel trials. A: time course of the normalized position (orange dots) and 1196 

velocity (green triangles) gains throughout the experiment for Group ND. Shading represents the 95% 1197 

confidence interval. Vertical dashed gray lines separate the Baseline, Adaptation and Washout sessions 1198 

of the experiment. The color gradient bar represents the progression of Force Channel trials from early 1199 

(dark) to late (light) adaptation. B: the normalized gains from the Adaptation session in A are plotted in a 1200 

position-velocity normalized gain space. Each dot represents the primitives' gain combination in each 1201 



trial, and the color codes the trial number. C, E: time course of the position, velocity and delayed 1202 

velocity (dark blue squares) normalized gains throughout the experiment for Group D70 (C) and Group 1203 

D100 (E). D, F: the normalized gains from the Adaptation sessions in C and E (respectively) are plotted in 1204 

position-velocity (left), position-delayed velocity (middle) and velocity-delayed velocity (right) 1205 

normalized gain spaces. 1206 

 1207 

Figure 7. Predicted actual force during generalization to faster movements. 1208 

During slow movements (left panel), the predicted actual forces (solid cyan) constructed according to a 1209 

position-velocity-acceleration representation model (upper panel) are similar to the predicted actual 1210 

forces of a position-velocity-delayed velocity representation model (lower panel). During fast 1211 

movements (right panel), the same position-velocity-acceleration representation model predicts 1212 

substantially different actual force trajectories (solid purple) than the actual force trajectories predicted 1213 

by the position-velocity-delayed velocity representation model: in the former, there is an initial increase 1214 

in the actual force to the same direction towards which the perturbing force is applied (a negative force) 1215 

followed by a steep increase in the opposite direction (a positive force), whereas in the latter, the actual 1216 

force trajectories have two positive peaks. 1217 

 1218 

Figure 8. Experiment 2: generalization to faster movements – adaptation results and actual forces. 1219 

A: time course of the peak positional deviation, averaged over all the participants in Group D70_SF. 1220 

Vertical dashed gray lines separate the Baseline, Adaptation and Generalization sessions of the 1221 

experiment. Cyan and purple bars indicate Force Channel trials. B: time course of the average adaptation 1222 

coefficient during the Adaptation session. C: Mean perturbation trajectories (solid pink) and mean actual 1223 



forces (dashed pink) from the end of Adaptation of all the participants in Group D70_SF (upper panel). 1224 

The mean actual forces for each participant are presented in the lower panel. D, E: mean actual forces of 1225 

the first five Slow (D, cyan) and Fast (E, purple) trials in the Generalization session, averaged over all the 1226 

participants in the group (upper panel). The mean actual forces for each participant from each of these 1227 

trial types are presented in the lower panels. Shadings represent the 95% confidence interval. 1228 

 1229 

Figure 9. Experiment 2: actual force and fitted representation models for slow movements during late 1230 

adaptation. 1231 

The actual forces (dashed pink) applied by Group D70_SF participants during the late Adaptation stage 1232 

and the fitted representation models (solid dark pink) constructed according to different combinations 1233 

of motor primitives. A, B: the representation model based on current position (dotted orange), velocity 1234 

(dotted green) and acceleration (dotted purple) movement primitives is similar to the representation 1235 

model based on current position, velocity and delayed velocity (dotted blue) movement primitives. C, D: 1236 

removing the position primitive reveals that a velocity-delayed velocity representation model provides a 1237 

better fit than the velocity-acceleration model. Shadings and error bars represent the 95% confidence 1238 

intervals. Dots represent primitive gains of individual participants. 1239 

 1240 

Figure 10. Experiment 2: actual force and predicted generalization forces during slow and fast trials. 1241 

A, B: the predicted generalization forces for Group D70_SF during Slow trials (solid dark cyan) of the 1242 

early Generalization session are similar between the velocity-acceleration (A) and the velocity-delayed 1243 

velocity representation models (B), and their fits to the actual forces (dashed cyan) are comparable. C, 1244 

D: the predicted generalization forces during Fast trials (solid dark purple) of the early Generalization 1245 



session constructed according to the velocity-delayed velocity representation model (D) provide a better 1246 

fit to the actual forces (dashed purple) than the predicted generalization forces of the velocity- 1247 

acceleration representation model (C). Shadings represent the 95% confidence intervals.  1248 

 1249 

Representation 
Model 

Group 

ND D70 D100 D70_SF 

R2 BIC 
(×104) 

R2 BIC 
(×104) 

R2 BIC 
(×104) 

R2 BIC 
(×104) 

)(tv  0.714 1.71 0.417 2.37 0.208 2.01 0.284 1.55 

)(tp , )(tv  0.732 1.65 0.648 1.80 0.468 1.58 0.459 1.30 

)( tv    0.682 1.68 0.457 1.59 0.398 1.39 

)(tp , )( tv    0.699 1.63 0.476 1.56 0.430 1.35 

)(tp , )(tv , )(ta    0.727 1.53 0.507 1.51 0.468 1.30 

)(tp , )(tv , )( tv    0.768 1.34 0.574 1.34 0.476 1.28 

 1250 

Table 1 Evaluation of the goodness-of-fit with the correlation coefficient (R2) and Bayesian Information 1251 

Criterion (BIC) for the representation models that were examined in each group according to the actual 1252 

forces at the end of the Adaptation session. Values of R2 closer to 1 and smaller values of BIC indicate a 1253 

better model (bold cells). 1254 
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